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IMPLEMENTING EPC IN A CLOUD COMPUTER WITH OPENFLOW DATA

PLANE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The embodiments of the invention relate to a method and system for

implementing a control plane of an evolved packet core in a cloud computer system.

Specifically, the embodiments of the invention relate to the use of the OpenFlow

protocol to implement control a data plane by the control plane being execute in a cloud

computer system.

BACKGROUND

The general packet radios system (GPRS) is a system that is used for

transmitting Internet Protocol packets between user devices such as cellular phones and

the Internet. The GPRS system includes the GPRS core network, which is an

integrated part of the global system for mobile communication (GSM). These systems

are widely utilized by cellular phone network providers to enable cellular phone

services over large areas.

The GPRS tunneling protocol (GTP) is an important communication protocol

utilized within the GPRS core network. GTP enables end user devices (e.g., cellular

phones) in a GSM network to move from place to place while continuing to connect to

the Internet. The end user devices are connected to other devices through a gateway

GPRS support node (GGSN). The GGSN tracks the end user device's data from the end

user device's serving GPRS support node (GGSN) that is handling the session

originating from the end user device.

Three forms of GTP are used by the GPRS core network. GTP-U is used for

transfer of user data in separated tunnels for each packet data protocol (PDP) context.

GTP-C is used for control including setup and deletion of PDP contexts, verification of

GGSN and SGSN reachability, and updates. When end user devices move from one

SGSN to another GTP-C is used to affect this transfer. GTP' is used for the transfer of

charging data from GSM to the charging gateway function (CGF), which provides

requisite end user device usage information to a billing system.



SUMMARY

A method for implementing a control plane of an evolved packet core (EPC) of

a third generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE) network in a

cloud computing system, the cloud computing system including a cloud manager and a

controller, the controller to execute a plurality of control plane modules, the control

plane to communicate with the data plane of the EPC implemented in a plurality of

network elements of the 3GPP LTE network through a control protocol, the EPC with

the control plane implemented in the cloud computing system utilizes resources more

efficiently than an architecture with the control plane implemented in the plurality of

network elements of the 3GPP LTE network, the method comprising the steps of

initializing the plurality of control plane modules of the EPC within the controller, each

control plane module in the plurality of control plane modules initialized as a separate

virtual machine by the cloud manager, each control plane module to provide a set of

control plane functions for managing the data plane; monitoring, by the cloud manager,

resource utilization of each control plane module and the control plane traffic handled

by each control plane module; detecting, by the cloud manager, a threshold level of

resource utilization or traffic load for one of the plurality of control plane modules of

the EPC; and initializing a new control plane module as a separate virtual machine by

the cloud manager in response to detecting the threshold level, the new control plane

module to share the load of the one of the plurality of control plane modules.

A cloud computer system for implementing a control plane of an evolved packet

core (EPC) of a third generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE)

network, the control plane to communicate with the data plane of the EPC implemented

in a plurality of network elements of the 3GPP LTE network through a control

protocol, the EPC with the control plane implemented in the cloud computing system

utilizes resources more efficiently than an architecture with the control plane

implemented in the plurality of network elements of the 3GPP LTE network, the cloud

computing system comprising a controller adapted to execute a plurality of control

plane modules of the EPC, each control plane module to provide a set of control plane

functions for managing the data plane; and a cloud manager adapted to initialize each

of the plurality of control plane modules within the controller as a separate virtual

machine, to monitor resource utilization of each control plane module and the control



plane traffic handled by each control plane module, to detect whether a threshold level

of resource utilization or traffic load has been reached by any of the plurality of control

plane modules of the EPC, and to initialize a new control plane module as a separate

virtual machine in response to detecting the threshold level, the new control plane

module to share the load of the one of the plurality of control plane modules that

exceeded the threshold level.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of

limitation, in the figures of the accompanying drawings in which like references

indicate similar elements. It should be noted that different references to "an" or "one"

embodiment in this disclosure are not necessarily to the same embodiment, and such

references mean at least one. Further, when a particular feature, structure, or

characteristic is described in connection with an embodiment, it is submitted that it is

within the knowledge of one skilled in the art to effect such feature, structure, or

characteristic in connection with other embodiments whether or not explicitly

described.

Figure 1 is a diagram of one embodiment of an example network with an

OpenFlow switch.

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating one embodiment of the contents of a flow

table entry.

Figure 3 illustrates another example architecture implementing OpenFlow.

Figure 4 illustrates one embodiment of the processing of packets through an

OpenFlow switch packet processing pipeline.

Figure 5 is a flowchart of one embodiment of the OpenFlow rule matching

process.

Figure 6 is a diagram of the fields, which a matching process can utilize for

identifying rules to apply to a packet.

Figures 7A and 7B are flowcharts of one embodiment of process for OpenFlow

header processing.

Figure 8 is a diagram of one embodiment of an evolved packet core (EPC).



Figure 9 is a diagram of one embodiment of a high level arrangement of bearers

in the EPC.

Figure 10 is a diagram of one embodiment of the header fields in the primary

GTP-U encapsulation header.

Figure 11 is a diagram of one embodiment of a cloud computing system

servicing a set of clients.

Figure 12 is a diagram of another embodiment of a cloud computing system

showing the process of adding a new service instance to a client's VPC.

Figure 13 is a diagram of one embodiment of the EPC implemented in the

cloud computing system.

Figure 14 is a diagram of one embodiment of how the EPC in the cloud

computing system enables a managed services company to manage multiple operator

networks out of a single data center.

Figure 16 is a diagram of one embodiment of a process for EPC peering and

differential routing for specialized service treatment.

Figure 17 is a diagram of one embodiment of the OpenFlow flow table

modification for GTP TEID routing.

Figure 18 is a diagram of the structure of a flow table row.

Figure 19 is a diagram of one embodiment of an OpenFlow message flow for

the create session request procedure.

Figure 20 is a diagram of one embodiment of the OpenFlow message sequence

for the modify bearer request procedure.

Figure 21 is a diagram of one embodiment of the OpenFlow message sequence

for the delete session request procedure

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth. However,

it is understood that embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these

specific details. In other instances, well-known circuits, structures and techniques have

not been shown in detail in order not to obscure the understanding of this description.

It will be appreciated, however, by one skilled in the art, that the invention may be

practiced without such specific details. Those of ordinary skill in the art, with the



included descriptions, will be able to implement appropriate functionality without

undue experimentation.

The operations of the flow diagrams will be described with reference to the

exemplary embodiments of Figures 7, 14, 19 and 21. However, it should be

understood that the operations of the flow diagrams can be performed by embodiments

of the invention other than those discussed with reference to Figures 1-6, 8-13, 15-8

and 20, and the embodiments discussed with reference to Figures 1-6, 8-13, 15-8 and

20 can perform operations different than those discussed with reference to the flow

diagrams of Figures 7, 14, 19 and 21.

The techniques shown in the figures can be implemented using code and data

stored and executed on one or more electronic devices (e.g., an end station, a network

element, etc.). Such electronic devices store and communicate (internally and/or with

other electronic devices over a network) code and data using non-transitory machine-

readable or computer-readable media, such as non-transitory machine-readable or

computer-readable storage media (e.g., magnetic disks; optical disks; random access

memory; read only memory; flash memory devices; and phase-change memory). In

addition, such electronic devices typically include a set of one or more processors

coupled to one or more other components, such as one or more storage devices, user

input/output devices (e.g., a keyboard, a touch screen, and/or a display), and network

connections. The coupling of the set of processors and other components is typically

through one or more busses and bridges (also termed as bus controllers). The storage

devices represent one or more non-transitory machine-readable or computer-readable

storage media and non-transitory machine-readable or computer-readable

communication media. Thus, the storage device of a given electronic device typically

stores code and/or data for execution on the set of one or more processors of that

electronic device. Of course, one or more parts of an embodiment of the invention may

be implemented using different combinations of software, firmware, and/or hardware.

As used herein, a network element (e.g., a router, switch, bridge, etc.) is a piece

of networking equipment, including hardware and software, that communicatively

interconnects other equipment on the network (e.g., other network elements, end

stations, etc.). Some network elements are "multiple services network elements" that

provide support for multiple networking functions (e.g., routing, bridging, switching,



Layer 2 aggregation, session border control, multicasting, and/or subscriber

management), and/or provide support for multiple application services (e.g., data,

voice, and video). Subscriber end stations (e.g., servers, workstations, laptops, palm

tops, mobile phones, smart phones, multimedia phones, Voice Over Internet Protocol

(VOIP) phones, portable media players, GPS units, gaming systems, set-top boxes

(STBs), etc.) access content/services provided over the Internet and/or content/services

provided on virtual private networks (VPNs) overlaid on the Internet. The content

and/or services are typically provided by one or more end stations (e.g., server end

stations) belonging to a service or content provider or end stations participating in a

peer to peer service, and may include public web pages (free content, store fronts,

search services, etc.), private web pages (e.g., username/password accessed web pages

providing email services, etc.), corporate networks over VPNs, IPTV, etc. Typically,

subscriber end stations are coupled (e.g., through customer premise equipment coupled

to an access network (wired or wirelessly)) to edge network elements, which are

coupled (e.g., through one or more core network elements to other edge network

elements) to other end stations (e.g., server end stations).

The embodiments of the present invention provide a method and system for

avoiding the disadvantages of the prior art. The disadvantages of the prior art are that

prior implementations of the evolved packet core use a pool of servers that are

dedicated to a specific network entity, such as a server pool that is dedicated to hosting

a mobility management entity (MME). When additional signaling demands require that

extra capacity, then a new MME instance is instantiated in the server pool. However,

when demand is high for the services of a policy and charging rules function (PCRF)

and low for MMEs, the server pool dedicated to the PCRF servers will be heavily

utilized, but the server pool for the MMEs is underutilized. These underutilized server

pools continue to require maintenance and incur operating expenses, but are not

providing optimum performance for the network operator.

In some situations, managed services companies build and run mobile operator

networks, while the mobile operator itself handles marketing, billing, and customer

relations. The signaling and data traffic for each mobile operator network is kept

private and isolated from the traffic of their competitors, even though their network and

their competitors' networks may be managed by the same managed services company.



The managed services company must maintain a completely separate server pool and

physical signaling network for each mobile operator it supports. As a result, there is a

large duplication of resources and an underutilization of server capacity. This increases

operating expenses for the managed services companies and the mobile operator

network due to the additional equipment, power and cooling requirements.

The EPC architecture as it is currently defined allows only one point of

presence (PoP) between the mobile operator's fixed core/Internet and the mobile

aggregation network, that is, there is a single packet data network (PDN) gateway.

Mobile network operators cannot set up multiple peering points and PoPs between

neighboring operators within the aggregation network. This would reduce the amount

of traffic that flows into the mobile operator's core network, thereby reducing the need

for expensive and time consuming core network upgrades. In addition, peering points

are usually without cost to operators as long as the service level agreements (SLA)s are

observed. However, this flexibility of deployment is unavailable to mobile operators

due to the need to anchor their PoP with the core/Internet at a single mobile gateway.

The EPC architecture also contains little flexibility for specialized treatment of

user flows. Though the architecture does provide support for establishing quality of

service (QoS), other sorts of data management are not available. For example services

involving middleboxes, such as specialized deep packet inspection or interaction with

local data caching and processing resources that might be utilized for transcoding or

augmented reality applications, is difficult to support with the current EPC architecture.

Almost all such applications require the packet flows to exit through the PDN Gateway,

thereby being de-tunnelled from GTP, and to be processed within the wired network.

Implementing the control plane of an EPC in a cloud computing facility and the

data plane of the EPC using a set of OpenFlow switches, as well as managing

communication between the control plane and the dataplane using the OpenFlow

protocol (e.g., OpenFlow 1.1), creates a problem that the OpenFlow protocol does not

support GTP or GTP tunnel endpoint identifier (TEID) routing, which is necessary for

implementing the dataplane of the EPC

The embodiments of the invention overcome these disadvantages of the prior

art. The disadvantages of the prior art are avoided by splitting the control plane and the

data plane for the EPC architecture and to implement the control plane by deploying the



EPC control plane entities in a cloud computing facility, while the data plane is

implemented by a distributed collection of OpenFlow switches. The OpenFlow

protocol is used to connect the two, with enhancements to support GTP routing. While

the EPC architecture already has a split between the control plane and the data plane, in

the sense that the serving gateway (S-GW) and the PDN gateway (P-GW) are data

plane entities while the MME, PCRF, and home subscriber server (HSS) are control

plane entities, this split was made at the level of the mobility management protocol,

GTP.

The standard EPC architecture assumes a standard routed IP network for

transport on top of which the mobile network entities and protocols are implemented.

The enhanced EPC architecture described herein is instead at the level of IP routing and

media access control (MAC) switching. Instead of using L2 routing and L3 internal

gateway protocols to distribute IP routing and managing Ethernet and IP routing as a

collection of distributed control entities, L2 and L3 routing management is centralized

in a cloud facility and the routing is controlled from the cloud facility using the

OpenFlow protocol. As used herein, the "OpenFlow protocol" refers to the OpenFlow

network protocol and switching specification defined in the OpenFlow Switch

Specification at www.openflowswitch.org a web site hosted by Stanford University. As

used herein, an "OpenFlow switch" refers to a network element implementing the

OpenFlow protocol.

The standard EPC control plane entities - the MME, PCRF, and HSS - are

likewise deployed in the cloud, along with the control plane parts of the S-GW and P-

GW, namely, the S-GW-C and the P-GW-C. The data plane consists of standard

OpenFlow switches with enhancements as needed for routing GTP packets, rather than

IP routers and Ethernet switches. At a minimum, the data plane parts of the S-GW and

P-GW, namely, the S-GW-D and the P-GW-D, and the packet routing part of the E-

NodeB in the E-UTRAN require OpenFlow enhancements for GTP routing. Additional

enhancements for GTP routing may be needed on other switches within the EPC

architecture depending on how much fine grained control over the routing an operator

requires.

The split between the control and data plane parts of the EPC can be used

together with virtual private cloud (VPC) technology to implement multiple PoPs



within a single EPC, provide GTP flow-specific routing for specialized applications,

and run multiple operator networks from a single cloud computing facility.

In one embodiment, the cloud based EPC system can be implemented as a set of

hardware devices. In another embodiment, the system components are implemented in

software (for example microcode, assembly language or higher level languages). These

software implementations can be stored on a non-transitory computer-readable

medium. A non-transitory "computer-readable" medium can include any medium that

can store information. Examples of the non-transitory computer-readable medium

include a read only memory (ROM), a floppy diskette, a CD Rom, a DVD, a flash

memory, a hard drive, an optical disc or similar medium.

OpenFlow 1.0 Networks

Figure 1 is a diagram of one embodiment of an example network with an

OpenFlow switch, conforming to the OpenFlow 1.0 specification. The OpenFlow 1.0

protocol enables a controller 101 to connect to an OpenFlow 1.0 enabled switch 109

using a secure channel 103 and control a single forwarding table 107 in the switch 109.

The controller 101 is an external software component executed by a remote computing

device that enables a user to configure the OpenFlow 1.0 switch 109. The secure

channel 103 can be provided by any type of network including a local area network

(LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), such as the Internet.

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating one embodiment of the contents of a flow

table entry. The forwarding table 107 is populated with entries consisting of a rule 201

defining matches for fields in packet headers; an action 203 associated to the flow

match; and a collection of statistics 205 on the flow. When an incoming packet is

received a lookup for a matching rule is made in the flow table 107. If the incoming

packet matches a particular rule, the associated action defined in that flow table entry is

performed on the packet.

A rule 201 contains key fields from several headers in the protocol stack, for

example source and destination Ethernet MAC addresses, source and destination IP

addresses, IP protocol type number, incoming and outgoing TCP or UDP port numbers.

To define a flow, all the available matching fields may be used. But it is also possible

to restrict the matching rule to a subset of the available fields by using wildcards for the

unwanted fields.



The actions that are defined by the specification of OpenFlow 1.0 are Drop,

which drops the matching packets; Forward, which forwards the packet to one or all

outgoing ports, the incoming physical port itself, the controller via the secure channel,

or the local networking stack (if it exists). OpenFlow 1.0 protocol data units (PDUs) are

defined with a set of structures specified using the C programming language. Some of

the more commonly used messages are: report switch configuration message; modify

state messages (including a modify flow entry message and port modification

message); read state messages, where while the system is running, the datapath may be

queried about its current state using this message; and send packet message, which is

used when the controller wishes to send a packet out through the datapath.

OpenFlow 1.0 supports "vendor extensions" that allow certain protocol

elements to be extended. Protocol messages and table actions can be extended, but

flow-matching rules cannot. The use of these extensions in connection with the cloud

based EPC architecture is discussed further herein below.

OpenFlow 1.1 Networks

Figure 3 illustrates another example architecture implementing OpenFlow,

conforming to the OpenFlow 1.1 specification. In this embodiment, there is an explicit

provision for multiple flow tables 301. This allows the packet processing pipeline to

mix and match particular rules and actions without causing a combinatorial explosion

in the table size. For example, one flow table can perform QoS processing while a

second flow table does routing.

Figure 4 illustrates one embodiment of the processing of packets through an

OpenFlow 1.1 switched packet processing pipeline. A received packet is compared

against each of the flow tables 401. After each flow table match, the actions are

accumulated into an action set. If processing requires matching against another flow

table, the actions in the matched rule include an action directing processing to the next

table in the pipeline. Absent the inclusion of an action in the set to execute all

accumulated actions immediately, the actions are executed at the end 403 of the packet

processing pipeline. An action allows the writing of data to a metadata register, which

is carried along in the packet processing pipeline like the packet header.

Figure 5 is a flowchart of one embodiment of the OpenFlow 1.1 rule matching

process. OpenFlow 1,1 contains support for packet tagging. OpenFlow 1.1 allows



matching based on header fields and multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) labels. One

virtual LAN (VLAN) label and one MPLS label can be matched per table. The rule

matching process is initiated with the arrival of a packet to be processed (Block 501).

Starting at the first table 0 a lookup is performed to determine a match with the

received packet (Block 503). If there is no match in this table, then one of a set of

default actions is taken (i.e., send packet to controller, drop the packet or continue to

next table) (Block 509). If there is a match, then an update to the action set is made

along with counters, packet or match set fields and meta data (Block 505). A check is

made to determine the next table to process, which can be the next table sequentially or

one specified by an action of a matching rule (Block 507). Once all of the tables have

been processed, then the resulting action set is executed (Block 5 11). Figure 6 is a

diagram of the fields, which a matching process can utilize for identifying rules to

apply to a packet.

Actions allow manipulating of tag stacks by pushing and popping labels.

Combined with multiple tables, VLAN or MPLS label stacks can be processed by

matching one label per table. Figure 7 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a header

parsing process. The parsing process matches a packet header by initializing a set of

match fields (Block 701) and checking for the presence of a set of different header

types. The process checks for a VLAN tag (Block 703). If the VLAN tag is present,

then there are a series of processing steps for the VLAN tag (Blocks 705-707). If the

switch supports MPLS (Block 709), then there are a series of steps for detecting and

processing the MPLS header information (Blocks 7 11-715). If the switch supports

address resolution protocol (ARP), then there are a series of steps for processing the

APvP header (Blocks 719 and 721). If the packet has an IP header (Block 723), then

there are a series of steps for processing the IP header (Blocks 725-733). This process

is performed for each received packet.

In one embodiment, a group table can be supported in conjunction with the

OpenFlow 1.1 protocol. Group tables enable a method for allowing a single flow match

to trigger forwarding on multiple ports. Group table entries consist of four fields: a

group identifier, which is a 32 bit unsigned integer identifying the group; a group type

that determines the group's semantics; counters that maintain statistics on the group;



and an action bucket list, which is an ordered list of action buckets, where each bucket

contains a set of actions to execute together with their parameters.

There are four different types of groups: All, which execute all actions in the

bucket list, this is used for broadcast or multicast forwarding; Select, which execute one

bucket per packet, based on an algorithm determined by the switch which is outside the

OpenFlow protocol, this is used to implement multipath forwarding; Indirect, which

execute the single bucket on all packets, this allows multiple flows or groups to point to

a single collection of actions rather than having the actions defined in multiple

forwarding table entries; Fast Failover, which execute the first live bucket, where each

bucket is associated with a port that controls its liveness, this enables the switch to

failover to another port without involving the controller.

OpenFlow 1.1 can be utilized to support virtual ports. A virtual port, as used

herein, is an "action block" that performs some kind of processing action other than

simply forwarding the packet out to a network connection like physical ports do.

Examples of a few built-in virtual ports include: ALL, which forwards the port out all

ports except for the ingress port and any ports that are marked "Do Not Forward;"

CONTROLLER, which encapsulates the packet and sends it to the controller; TABLE,

which inserts the packet into the packet processing pipeline by submitting it to the first

flow table, this action is only valid in the action set of a packet-out message; and

IN PORT, which sends the packet out the ingress port. In other embodiments, there can

also be switched-defmed virtual ports.

EPC Architecture

Figure 8 is a diagram of one embodiment of an evolved packet core (EPC). The

EPC is the next generation packet aggregation network for 3rd generation partnership

project (3GPP) including 3GPP long term evolution (LTE) and non-3GPP mobile

wireless systems, which will also support fixed, broadband systems as well. Figure 8

shows a basic architecture of the EPC for 3GPP access systems. Additional

functionality supports roaming terminals, non-3GPP mobile systems and fixed,

broadband access.

The illustrated embodiment has a separate Serving Gateway (S-GW) 803 and

PDN Gateway (P-GW) 805. In other embodiments, the S5 interface is an internal

interface and the S-GW 803 and P-GW 805 are merged. The primary functions of the



EPC with respect to mobile wireless networking are mobility management and QoS.

These functions are not typically provided in a fixed broadband network but they are

crucial for wireless networks. Mobility management is necessary to ensure packet

network connectivity when a wireless terminal moves from one base station to another.

QoS is necessary because, unlike fixed networks, the wireless link is severely

constrained in how much bandwidth it can provide to the terminal, so the bandwidth

needs to be managed more tightly than in fixed networks in order to provide the user

with acceptable quality of service.

The signaling for implementing the mobility management and QoS functions is

provided by the GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP). GTP has two components: GTP-C,

which is a control plane protocol that supports establishment of tunnels for mobility

management and bearers for QoS management that matches wired backhaul and packet

core QoS to radio link QoS; and GTP-U, which is a data plane protocol used for

implementing tunnels between network elements that act as routers. The EPC also

supports the Proxy Mobile IP (P-MIP) tunneling protocol on the S5 interface for

mobility management.

In the EPC, a bearer is a transmission channel through an EPC packet network

which has a defined set of data transmission characteristics (quality of service data rate

and flow control). EPC bearers are typically implemented at the network layer as

DiffServ Code Points (DSCPs) or at the MAC layer as IEEE 802. l q VLANs with

802. lp (incorporated into the 802. Id standardO traffic class priorities,. The PCRF

(Policy and Charging Resource Function) 801 identifies packet flows from the user

equipment (UE) 807 that require bearers based on service requests from subsystems

such as the IP multimedia subsystem (IMS). The packet flows to be included in a bearer

are identified to the gateways and radio base station (E-NodeB) by 5 tuples, consisting

of the IP source and destination address, the IP source and destination port, and the

protocol identifier. The five tuples together with a DSCP for the QoS class identify an

uplink and downlink packet filter. One bearer is set up per terminal IP address and QoS

traffic class. The PCRF supplies a collection of four QoS parameters describing the

bearer including: a quality class identifier (QCI) that specifies the QoS for the radio;

allocation retention priority (ARP), which is an indicator of how the control plane

should prioritize the bearer when requests for modification are made and resource



conflicts arise; and a guaranteed bit rate (GBR) and maximum bit rate (MBR, optional)

where these specify the guaranteed and maximum bit rates the bearer can receive.

These are only defined for guaranteed - i.e. non-best effort - bearers.

The gateways and radio base station map the QCI to a specific DSCP. This may

then be subsequently mapped to a specific VLAN and 802. lp class if the transport

network between the E-NodeB and the S-GW 803, or between the S-GW 803 and P-

GW 805 have no IP routers and are routed strictly by Layer 2 (Ethernet). The mapping

between the DSCP and QCI indicators is typically configured by hand into the packet

gateways and radio base station using a network management system. In addition to

bearers with specified QoS set up on demand, each terminal receives a "default" bearer

into which all packet flows having unspecified QoS are classed, typically flows

associated with best effort data applications like Web browsing. Figure 9 is a diagram

of one embodiment of a high level arrangement of bearers in the EPC.

In addition to the QoS parameters, each bearer has an associated GTP tunnel. A

GTP tunnel consists of the IP address of the tunnel endpoint nodes (radio base station,

S-GW 803, and P-GW 805), a source and destination UDP port, and a Tunnel Endpoint

Identifier (TEID). GTP tunnels are unidirectional, so each bearer is associated with two

TEIDs, one for the uplink and one for the downlink tunnel. One set of GTP tunnels

(uplink and downlink) extends between the radio base station and the S-GW 803 and

one set extends between the S-GW 803 and the P-GW 805. The UDP destination port

number for GTP-U is 2152 while the destination port number for GTP-C is 2123. The

source port number is dynamically allocated by the sending node. Figure 10 is a

diagram of one embodiment of the header fields in the primary GTP-U encapsulation

header.

Cloud Computing

Data centers offer computing, storage, and network communication resources to

outside customers. The offered services can consist of elastic, on demand processing,

storage that for most practical purposes is limited only by the customer's ability to pay,

and network bandwidth into the Internet. This set of services provided by a data center

is referred to herein as cloud computing.

Server virtualization technology allows a pool of servers to be managed as

essentially one large compute resource. A layer of software called a hypervisor sits



between the operating system and the hardware. The hypervisor schedules the

execution of virtual machines (VMs). A VM is an operating system image packaged

with some applications. The hypervisor allows a VM to be suspended and moved

between servers to load balance. Load balancing and monitoring of VM execution to

catch crashes provides the same kind of fault tolerance and scalability services for

enterprise applications that are achieved at much higher cost with specialized solutions.

A cloud manager system oversees the execution of VMs, the scheduling of execution to

meet the demand of the VMs and the optimization of server utilization and

minimization of power consumption. The cloud manager or cloud operating system is a

software program that can schedule execution to allow an in-service upgrade of

hardware and software without impacting ongoing service provisioning to the VMs and

their applications in the cloud computing system.

To support the arbitrary movement of VMs between machines, the networking

within the data center must also be virtualized. Cloud computing systems can virtualize

the network by incorporating a virtual switch into the hypervisor. The virtual switch

provides virtual network ports to the VMs executing under the control of the

hypervisor. The virtual switch software also allows the network resources to be

virtualized in a manner similar to how the server resources are virtualized by the

hypervisor. The hypervisor and the virtual switch can thereby co-operate to allow VMs

to be moved between servers. When the hypervisor moves a VM, it communicates with

the virtual switch about the new location, and the virtual switch ensures that the

network routing tables for the VM's addresses (L2 MAC address, potentially also the

IP address) are updated so packets are routed to the new location.

A cloud computing system can be composed of any number of computing

devices having any range of capabilities (e.g., processing power or storage capacity).

The cloud computing system can be a private or public system. The computing devices

can be in communication with one another across any communication system or

network. A cloud computing system can support a single cloud or service or any

number of discrete clouds or services. Services, applications and similar programs can

be virtualized or executed as standard code. In one embodiment, cloud computing

systems can support web services applications. Web services applications consist of a

load balancing front end that dispatches requests to a pool of Web servers. The requests



originate from applications on remote machines on the Internet and therefore the

security and privacy requirements are much looser than for applications in a private

corporate network.

Cloud computer systems can also support secure multi-tenancy, in which the

cloud computer system provider offers virtual private network (VPN)-like connections

between the client's distributed office networks outside the cloud and a VPN within the

cloud computing system. This allows the client's applications within the cloud

computing system to operate in a network environment that resembles a corporate

WAN. For private data centers, in which services are only offered to customers within

the corporation owning the data center, the security and privacy requirements for multi-

tenancy are relaxed. But for public data centers, the cloud operator must ensure that the

traffic from multiple tenants is isolated and there is no possibility for traffic from one

client to reach another client network.

Figure 11 is a diagram of one embodiment of a cloud computing system

servicing a set of clients. A 'set,' as used herein, refers to any positive whole number of

items. In the embodiment, shown in Figure 11, two virtual private clouds (VPCs) are

set up for two different external enterprise customers. A VPC consists of a collection of

VMs, storage, and networking resources that provide secure multi-tenancy to the

enterprises renting space in the cloud. The enterprise customers connect into the VPCs

via VPNs over the Internet running on a public operator network.

Figure 12 is a diagram of another embodiment of a cloud computing system

showing the process of adding a new service instance to a client's VPC. In this case, the

in-cloud VPN is implemented using MAC layer Virtual LANs (VLANs). The VM is

created on a hypervisor managed server with in the VPC for the enterprise requesting

the new service instance (step 1). The virtual switch VLAN is configured to include the

new VM into the enterprise in-cloud VPN, thereby establishing service connectivity

within the cloud (step 2). The virtual customer edge router (CE) is updated for the new

service (step 3). The provider edge router in the operator network where the enterprise

VPN is run is updated with the new service (step 4).

EPC Implementation in Cloud Computing System

Figure 13 is a diagram of one embodiment of the EPC implemented in the

cloud computing system. The EPC control plane entities (MME, PC F, HSS) 1307 and



the control plane parts of the gateways (S-GW-C, P-GW-C) 1307, i.e. the parts that

handle GTP signaling, are implemented in the cloud computing system 1301 as part of

the OpenFlow controller 1305. The control plane entites 1307 and the OpenFlow

controller 1305 are packaged as VMs. The application programming interface (API)

between the OpenFlow controller 1305 and the control plane entities 1307 can be a

remote procedure call (RPC) interface or similar interface. This implementation

technology is favorable for scalable management of the control plane entities within the

cloud, since it allows execution of the control plane entities 1307 and the controller

1305 to be managed separately according to demand. The cloud manager 1303 can be a

VM or an application executed within the cloud computing system 1301 .

The cloud manager 1303 monitors the central processor unit (CPU) utilization

of the EPC control plane entities 1307 and the control plane traffic between the EPC

control plane entities 1307 within the cloud. It also monitors the control plane traffic

between the end user devices (UEs) and E-NodeBs, which do not have control plane

entities in the cloud computing system 1301, and the EPC control plane entities 1307. If

the EPC control plane entities 1307 begin to exhibit signs of overloading, such as the

utilization of too much CPU time, or the queueing up of too much traffic to be

processed, the overloaded control plane entity 1307 requests that the cloud manager

1303 start up a new VM to handle the load. Additionally, the EPC control plane entities

1307 themselves can issue event notifications to the cloud manager 1303 if they detect

internally that they are beginning to experience overloading.

The cloud manager 1303 also provides reliability and failover by restarting a

VM for a particular control plane entity 1307 or function if any of the EPC control

plane entities 1307 should crash. During this restart process the cloud manager can

collect diagnostic data, save any core files of the failed EPC control plane entity, and

inform the system administrators that a failure occurred. The control plane entities 1307

maintains the same protocol interface between themselves as in the 3GPP EPC

architecture shown in Figure 8.

The OpenFlow control plane 1321, shown here as a dotted line, manages the

routing and switching configuration in the network. The OpenFlow control plane 1321

connects the cloud computing system 1303 to the S-GW-Ds 1315, the standard

OpenFlow switches 1313, and the P-GW-D 131. The physical implementation of the



OpenFlow control plane 13 1 can be as a completely separate physical network, or it

may be a virtual network running over the same physical network as the data plane,

implemented with a prioritized VLAN or with an MPLS label switched path or even

with a generic routing encapsulation (GRE) or other IP tunnel. The OpenFlow control

plane 13 1 can in principle use the same physical control plane paths as the GTP-C and

other mobile network signaling. The S-GW-Ds 1315 and the P-GW-Ds 131 1 act as

OpenFlow GTP-extended gateways, encapsulating and decapsulating packets using the

OpenFlow GTP switch extensions described further herein below.

The E-NodeBs 1315 have no control plane entities in the cloud because the

radio access network (RAN) signaling required between the MME and the E-NodeB

includes radio parameters, and not just IP routing parameters. Therefore, there is no

OpenFlow control plane 1321 connection between the OpenFlow controller 1305 in the

cloud computing system 1301 and the E-NodeBs 1315. The E-NodeBs 1315 can

however act as OpenFlow GTP-extended gateways by implementing a local control to

data plane connection using OpenFlow. This allows the packet switching side of the E-

NodeBs 1315 to utilize the same OpenFlow GTP switching extensions as the packet

gateways.

The operation of the EPC cloud computer system as follows. The UE 1317, E-

NodeB 1317, S-GW-C 1307, and P-GW-C signal 1307 to the MME, PCRF, and HSS

1307 using the standard EPC protocols, to establish, modify, and delete bearers and

GTP tunnels. This signaling triggers procedure calls with the OpenFlow controller to

modify the routing in the EPC as requested. The OpenFlow controller configures the

standard OpenFlow switches, the Openflow S-GW-D 1315, and P-GW-D 131 1 with

flow rules and actions to enable the routing requested by the control plane entities.

Details of this configuration are described in further detail herein below.

Figure 14 is a flowchart of one embodiment of the basic operation of the EPC.

In one embodiment, the process begins with the initialization of the control plane

modules of the EPC within the OpenFlow controller in the cloud computing system

(Block 1401). Each control plane module in the plurality of control plane modules is

initialized as a separate VM by the cloud manager. The cloud manager then monitors

the resource utilization of each control plane module as well as the amount and type of

control plane traffic handled by each control plane module (Block 1403). The cloud



manager can directly monitor this data, receive reports from the control plane modules

or any combination thereof.

If the cloud manager detects a threshold level of resource utilization or traffic

load for any one of the plurality of control plane modules being monitored (Block

1405), the cloud manager can takes steps to automatically respond to this scenario. The

cloud manager can initialize a new control plane module or an instance of such a

control plane module as a separate virtual machine (Block 1407). This new control

plane module or instance can then share the load of existing control plane modules or

instances of the same type thereby alleviating the load on these modules dynamically.

Similarly, the cloud manager may detect the failure or the underutilization of

one of the plurality of control plane modules (Block 1409). The cloud manager can

then restart a failed control plane module or terminate an underutilized control plane

module (Block 141 1). Restarting the control plane module ensures a level of load

sharing for a pool of control plane modules. Deactivating a control plane module frees

up the resources and reduces the overhead created by the control plane module. The

cloud manager can perform these functions across VPCs and mobile operators using the

cloud computing system resources, thereby maximizing the use of available resources

and reducing the cost of operation while maintaining strict separation of data and traffic

between mobile operators.

Figure 15 is a diagram of one embodiment of how the EPC in the cloud

computing system enables a managed services company to manage multiple operator

networks out of a single data center. The managed services cloud computing facility

1501 runs separate instances of the EPC control plane for every mobile operator with

which the managed services company has a contract. Each EPC instance is in a VPC

1503A,B that isolates the mobile operator's traffic from other tenants in the cloud

computing facility 1501 of the data center. The EPC control plane instance for a mobile

operator is connected to the mobile operator's geographically distributed EPC

OpenFlow data plane switching fabric 1507A,B and the mobile operator's base stations

through a virtual edge router 1509A,B. The virtual edge router 1509A,B routes traffic

from the data center to and from the appropriate mobile operator EPC data plane

switching fabric 1507A,B. In some cases, the mobile operators may even share base



stations and EPC switching fabrics, though the example embodiment in Figure 15

shows a case where the two mobile operators have separate switching fabrics.

EPC Peering and Differential Routing in a Cloud Computing System

Figure 16 is a diagram of one embodiment of a process for EPC peering and

differential routing for specialized service treatment. The OpenFlow signaling,

indicated by the solid lines and arrows 1601, sets up flow rules and actions on the

switches and gateways within the EPC for differential routing. These flow rules direct

GTP flows to particular locations. In this example, the operator in this case peers its

EPC with two other fixed operators. Routing through each peering point is handled by

the respective P-GW-D1 and P-GW-D2 1603A, B. The dashed lines and arrows 1605

show traffic from a UE 1607 that needs to be routed to another peering operator. The

flow rules and actions to distinguish which peering point the traffic should traverse are

installed in the OpenFlow switches 1609 and gateways 1603A, B by the OpenFlow

controller 161 1. The OpenFlow controllerl61 1 calculates these flow rules and actions

based on the routing tables it maintains for outside traffic, and the source and

destination of the packets, as well as by any specialized forwarding treatment required

for DSCP marked packets.

The long dash and dotted lines and arrows 1615 shows a example of a UE 1617

that is obtaining content from an external source. The content is originally not

formulated for the UE's 1617 screen, so the OpenFlow controller 161 1 has installed

flow rules and actions on the P-GW-D1 1603B, S-GW-D 1619 and the OpenFlow

switches 1609 to route the flow through a transcoding application 1621 in the cloud

computing facility. The transcoding application 1621 reformats the content so that it

will fit on the UE's 1617 screen. A PCRF requests the specialized treatment at the time

the UE sets up its session with the external content source via the IP Multimedia

Subsystem (IMS) or another signaling protocol.

GTP TEID Routing

In one embodiment, OpenFlow is modified to provide rules for GTP TEID

Routing. Figure 17 is a diagram of one embodiment of the OpenFlow flow table

modification for GTP TEID routing. An OpenFlow switch that supports TEID routing

matches on the 2 byte (16 bit) collection of header fields and the 4 byte (32 bit) GTP

TEID, in addition to other OpenFlow header fields, in at least one flow table (e.g., the



first flow table). The GTP TEID flag can be wildcarded (i.e. matches are "don't care").

In one embodiment, the EPC protocols do not assign any meaning to TEIDs other than

as an endpoint identifier for tunnels, like ports in standard UDP/TCP transport

protocols. In other embodiments, the TEIDs can have a correlated meaning or

semantics. The GTP header flags field can also be wildcarded, this can be partially

matched by combining the following bitmasks: OxFFOO - Match the Message Type

field; OxeO - Match the Version field; 0x10 - Match the PT field; 0x04 - Match the E

field; 0x02 - Match the S field; and 0x01 -Match the PN field.

In one embodiment, OpenFlow can be modified to support virtual ports for fast

path GTP TEID encapsulation and decapsulation. An OpenFlow mobile gateway can be

used to support GTP encapsulation and decapsulation with virtual ports. The GTP

encapsulation and decapsulation virtual ports can be used for fast encapsulation and

decapsulation of user data packets within GTP-U tunnels, and can be designed simply

enough that they can be implemented in hardware or firmware. For this reason, GTP

virtual ports may have the following restrictions on traffic they will handle: Protocol

Type (PT) field = 1, where GTP encapsulation ports only support GTP, not GTP' (PT

field = 0); Extension Header flag (E) = 0, where no extension headers are supported,

Sequence Number flag (S) = 0, where no sequence numbers are supported; N-PDU flag

(PN) = 0; and Message type = 255, where Only G-PDU messages, i.e. tunneled user

data, is supported in the fast path.

If a packet either needs encapsulation or arrives encapsulated with nonzero

header flags, header extensions, and/or the GTP-U packet is not a G-PDU packet (i.e. it

is a GTP-U control packet), the processing must proceed via the gateway's slow path

(software) control plane. GTP-C and GTP' packets directed to the gateway's IP address

are a result of mis-configuration and are in error. They must be sent to the OpenFlow

controller, since these packets are handled by the S-GW-C and P-GW-C control plane

entities in the cloud computing system or to the billing entity handling GTP' and not

the S-GW-D and P-GW-D data plane switches.

GTP virtual ports are configured from the OpenFlow controller using a

configuration protocol. The details of the configuration protocol are switch-dependent.

The configuration protocol must support messages that perform the following

functions: allow the controller to query for and return an indication whether the switch



supports GTP fast path virtual ports and what virtual port numbers are used for fast

path and slow path GTP-U processing; and allow the controller to instantiate a GTP-U

fast path virtual port within a switch datapath for use in the OpenFlow table set-output-

port action. The configuration command must be run in a transaction so that, when the

results of the action are reported back to the controller, either a GTP-U fast path virtual

port for the requested datapath has been instantiated or an error has returned indicating

why the request could not be honored. The command also allows the OpenFlow

controller to bind a GTP-U virtual port to a physical port. For decapsulation virtual

ports, the physical port is an input port. For encapsulation virtual ports, the physical

port is an output port.

The OpenFlow controller instantiates a virtual port for each physical port that

may transmit or receive packets routed through a GTP tunnel, prior to installing any

rules in the switch for GTP TEID routing.

In one embodiment, an OpenFlow GTP gateway maintains a hash table

mapping GTP TEIDs into the tunnel header fields for their bearers. Figure 18 is a

diagram of the structure of a flow table row. The TEID hash keys are calculated using

a suitable hash algorithm with low collision frequency, for example SHA-1. The

gateway maintains one such flow table row for each GTP TEID/bearer. The TEID field

contains the GTP TEID for the tunnel. The VLAN tags and MPLS labels fields contain

an ordered list of VLAN tags and/or MPLS labels defining tunnels into which the

packet needs to be routed. The VLAN priority bits and MPLS traffic class bits are

included in the labels. Such tunnels may or may not be required. If they are not

required, then these fields are empty. The tunnel origin source IP address contains the

address on the encapsulating gateway to which any control traffic involving the tunnel

should be directed (for example, error indications). The tunnel end destination IP

address field contains the IP address of the gateway to which the tunneled packet

should be routed, at which the packet will be decapsulated and removed from the GTP

tunnel. The QoS DSCP field contains the DiffServe Code Point, if any, for the bearer in

the case of a dedicated bearer. This field may be empty if the bearer is a default bearer

with best effort QoS, but will contain nonzero values if the bearer QoS is more than

best effort.



In one embodiment, slow path support for GTP is implemented with an

OpenFlow gateway switch. An OpenFlow mobile gateway switch also contains support

on the software control plane for slow path packet processing. This path is taken by G-

PDU (message type 255) packets with nonzero header fields or extension headers, and

user data plane packets requiring encapsulation with such fields or addition of

extension headers, and by GTP-U control packets. For this purpose, the switch supports

three local ports in the software control plane: LOCAL GTP CONTROL - the switch

fast path forwards GTP encapsulated packets directed to the gateway IP address that

contain GTP-U control messages and the local switch software control plane initiates

local control plane actions depending on the GTP-U control message;

LOCAL GTP_U DECAP - the switch fast path forwards G-PDU packets to this port

that have nonzero header fields or extension headers (i.e. E != 0, S != 0, or PN != 0).

These packets require specialized handling. The local switch software slow path

processes the packets and performs the specialized handling; and

LOCAL GTP U ENCAP - the switch fast path forwards user data plane packets to this

port that require encapsulation in a GTP tunnel with nonzero header fields or extension

headers (i.e. E != 0, S != 0, or PN != 0). These packets require specialized handling.

The local switch software slow path encapsulates the packets and performs the

specialized handling. In addition to forwarding the packet, the switch fast path makes

the OpenFlow metadata field available to the slow path software.

To support slow path encapsulation, the software control plane on the switch

maintains a hash table with keys calculated from the GTP-U TEID. The TEID hash

keys are calculated using a suitable hash algorithm with low collision frequency, for

example SHA-1. The flow table entries contain a record of how the packet header,

including the GTP encapsulation header, should be configured. This includes: the same

header fields as for the hardware or firmware encapsulation table in Figure 18; values

for the GTP header flags (PT, E, S, and PN); the sequence number and/or the N-PDU

number if any; if the E flag is 1, then the flow table contains a list of the extension

headers, including their types, which the slow path should insert into the GTP header.

In one embodiment, the system implements a GTP fast path encapsulation

virtual port. When requested by the S-GW-C and P-GW-C control plane software

running in the cloud computing system, the OpenFlow controller programs the gateway



switch to install rules, actions, and TEID hash table entries for routing packets into

GTP tunnels via a fast path GTP encapsulation virtual port. The rules match the packet

filter for the input side of GTP tunnel's bearer. Typically this will be a 4 tuple of: IP

source address; IP destination address; UDP/TCP/SCTP source port; and

UDP/TCP/SCTP destination port. The IP source address and destination address are

typically the addresses for user data plane traffic, i.e. a UE or Internet service with

which a UE is transacting, and similarly with the port numbers. For a rule matching the

GTP-U tunnel input side, the associated instructions and are the following:

Write-Metadata ( GTP-TEID, OxFFFFFFFF )

Apply-Actions (Set-Output-Port GTP-Encap- VP )

The switch also writes an entry in the TEID hash table containing the tunnel

header fields for the packet. GTP-TEID is the GTP tunnel endpoint identifier. GTP-

Enacap-VP is the GTP fast path encapsulation virtual port bound to the physical port

out which the encapsulated packet will ultimately be routed.

When a packet header matches a rule associated with the virtual port, the GTP

TEID is written into the lower 32 bits of the metadata and the packet is directed to the

virtual port. The virtual port calculates the hash of the TEID and looks up the tunnel

header information in the tunnel header table. If no such tunnel information is present,

the packet is forwarded to the controller with an error indication. Otherwise, the virtual

port constructs a GTP tunnel header and encapsulates the packet. Any DSCP bits or

VLAN priority bits are additionally set in the IP or MAC tunnel headers, and any

VLAN tags or MPLS labels are pushed onto the packet. The encapsulated packet is

forwarded out the physical port to which the virtual port is bound.

In one embodiment, the system implements a GTP fast path decapsulation

virtual port. When requested by the S-GW and P-GW control plane software running in

the cloud computing system, the gateway switch installs rules and actions for routing

GTP encapsulated packets out of GTP tunnels. The rules match the GTP header flags

and the GTP TEID for the packet, in the modified OpenFlow flow table shown in

Figure 17 as follows: the IP destination address is an IP address on which the gateway

is expecting GTP traffic; the IP protocol type is UDP (17); the UDP destination port is

the GTP-U destination port (2152); and the header fields and message type field is

wildcarded with the flag 0XFFF0 and the upper two bytes of the field match the G-



PDU message type (255) while the lower two bytes match 0x30, i.e. the packet is a

GTP packet not a GTP' packet and the version number is 1.

The virtual port simply removes the GTP tunnel header and forwards the

enclosed user data plane packet out the bound physical port.

In one embodiment, the system implements handling of GTP-U control packets.

The OpenFlow controller programs the gateway switch flow tables with 5 rules for

each gateway switch IP address used for GTP traffic. These rules contain specified

values for the following fields: the IP destination address is an IP address on which the

gateway is expecting GTP traffic; the IP protocol type is UDP (17); the UDP

destination port is the GTP-U destination port (2152); the GTP header flags and

message type field is wildcarded with OxFFFO; the value of the header flags field is

0x30, i.e. the version number is 1 and the PT field is 1; and the value of the message

type field is one of 1 (Echo Request), 2 (Echo Response), 26 (Error Indication), 3 1

(Support for Extension Headers Notification), or 254 (End Marker).

The instruction associated with a match to one of these rules is:

Apply-Actions (Set-Output-Port LOCAL GTP CONTROL )

This causes the packet to be forwarded to the gateway switch's local GTP-U

control port for processing by the local software control plane. GTP-U control packets

that are originated by the switch are generated on the software control plane and are

routed by the control plane.

In one embodiment, the system implements handling of G-PDU packets with

extension headers, sequence numbers, and N-PDU numbers. G-PDU packets with

extension headers, sequence numbers, and N-PDU numbers need to be forwarded to the

local switch software control plane for processing. The OpenFlow controller programs

3 rules for this purpose. They have the following common header fields: the IP

destination address is an IP address on which the gateway is expecting GTP traffic; and

the IP protocol type is UDP (17); the UDP destination port is the GTP-U destination

port (2152).

The header flags and message type fields for the three rules are wildcarded with

the following bitmasks and match as follows: bitmask 0xFFF4 and the upper two bytes

match the G-PDU message type (255) while the lower two bytes are 0x34, indicating



that the version number is 1, the packet is a GTP packet, and there is an extension

header present; bitmask 0xFFF2 and the upper two bytes match the G-PDU message

type (255) while the lower two bytes are 0x32, indicating that the version number is 1,

the packet is a GTP packet, and there is a sequence number present; and bitmask

OxFFOl and the upper two bytes match the G-PDU message type (255) while the lower

two bytes are 0x3 1, indicating that the version number is 1, the packet is a GTP packet,

and a N-PDU is present.

The instruction for these rules is the following:

Apply-Actions (Set-Output-Port LOCAL GTP_U DECAP)

This sends the packet to the software slow path GTP-U decapsulation path for

special processing.

In one embodiment, the system implements handling of user data plane packets

requiring GTP-U encapsulation with extension headers, sequence numbers, and N-PDU

numbers. User data plane packets that require extension headers, sequence numbers, or

N-PDU numbers during GTP encapsulation require special handling by the software

slow path. For these packets, the OpenFlow controller programs a rule matching the 4

tuple: IP source address; IP destination address; UDP/TCP/SCTP source port; and

UDP/TCP/SCTP destination port. The instructions for matching packets are:

Write-Metadata ( GTP-TEID, OxFFFFFFFF )

Apply-Actions (Set-Output-Port LOCAL GTP U ENCAP )

This sends the packet to the software slow path GTP encapsulation port and, in

addition, makes the TEID available to the slow path.

The OpenFlow message programming the rule insertion also includes

information on the values for the sequence number, N-PDU number, or the type and

contents of the extension header, as well as the packet header fields designating the

decapsulation gateway and bearer transport and the GTP TEID. This information is

inserted by the switch's control plane software into the software encapsulation table,

keyed by the TEID.

In one embodiment, the system implements handling of GTP-C and GTP'

control packets. Any GTP-C and GTP' control packets that are directed to IP addresses



on a gateway switch are in error. These packets need to be handled by the S-GW-C, P-

GW-C, and GTP' protocol entities in the cloud computing system, not the S-GW-D and

P-GW-D entities in the switches. To catch such packets, the OpenFlow controller must

program the switch with the following two rules: the IP destination address is an IP

address on which the gateway is expecting GTP traffic; the IP protocol type is UDP

(17); for one rule, the UDP destination port is the GTP-U destination port (2152), for

the other, the UDP destination port is the GTP-C destination port (2123); the GTP

header flags and message type fields are wildcarded.

These rules must be the lowest priority of all the GTP rules in the gateway switch's

flow table. They will match any GTP packets that don't match other, more specific

rules. The instruction for these rules is the following:

Apply-Actions (Set-Output-Port CONTROLLER )

This encapsulates the packet and sends it to the OpenFlow controller.

In one embodiment, the system implements non-gateway GTP routing. A GTP-

extended Openflow switch can also accomplish GTP routing without performing the

gateway functions of encapsulation and decapsulation. The GTP routing function can

be performed by a gateway switch in addition to its gateway function, or it can be

performed by another switch that lacks a gateway function, within the distributed EPC

switching fabric.

A GTP-extended Openflow switch contains at least one flow table that handles

rules matching the GTP header fields as in Figure 17. The Openflow controller

programs the GTP header field rules in addition to the other fields to perform GTP

routing and adds appropriate actions if the rule is matched. For example, the following

rule matches a GTP-C control packet directed to a control plane entity (MME, S-GW-

C, P-GW-C) in the cloud computing system, which is not in the control plane VLAN:

the VLAN tag is not set to the control plane VLAN, the destination IP address field is

set to the IP address of the targeted control plane entity, the IP protocol type is UDP

(17), the UDP destination port is the GTP-C destination port (2123), the GTP header

flags and message type is wildcarded with OxFO and the matched version and protocol

type fields are 2 and 1, indicating that the packet is a GTPv2 control plane packet and

not GTP'.



The following actions push a control plane VLAN tag onto the packet and

forward it to the cloud for processing by the relevant control plane entity. The packet is

forwarded without any L3 processing (i.e. not modifying the IP TTL):

Write-Action ( Set-VLAN-ID CP_VLAN_TAG )

Write-Action ( Set-Source-MAC-Address

SWITCH MAC ADDR )

Write-Action ( Set-Dest-MAC-Address

NEXT HOP MAC ADDR )

Set-Output-Port NEXT HOP PORT

GTP Extensions for OpenFlow

The OpenFlow protocol can be modified to provide extensions for GTP that

enable the management of the EPC. OpenFlow utilizes data structures referred to as

flow match structures that enable the protocol to define criteria for matching rules to

particular flows. The OpenFlow flow match structure of ofp match, contains two

fields, type and length, that allow the flow match structure to be extended. The type

field can be set to the type of the extension and the length field can be set to the length

of the extended ofp match structure. In one embodiment, a new type based on a

random number for GTP flow matching is defined:

enum ofp match type ext {

ERSMT GTP = 48696,

};

The type can be been randomly generated so as not to interfere with other

extended types. There is currently no organizational mechanism to register type

identifiers in OpenFlow.

The ersmt gtp structure defines the flow table fields for GTP flow routing as:

struct ersmt_gtp {

unit8_t gtp wildcard;

uintl6_t gtp type n flags;

uintl6_t gtp flag mask;

uint32_t gtp_teid;



The gtp type n flags field contains the GTP message type in the upper 8 bits

and the GTP header flags in the lower 8 bits. The gtp teid field contains the GTP

TEID. The gtp wildcard field indicates whether the GTP type and flags and TEID

should be matched. If the lower four bits are 1, the type and flags field should be

ignored, while if the upper four bits are 1, the TEID should be ignored. If the lower bits

are 0, the type and fields flag should be matched subject to the flags in the

gtp flag mask field, while if the upper bits are 0 the TEID should be matched. The

mask is combined with the message type and header field of the packet using logical

AND; the result becomes the value of the match. Only those parts of the field in which

the mask has a 1 value are matched.

In addition to the flow table fields, an object is required to encode the

encapsulation of the virtual port TEID hash table entry. The ersmt gtp tuninfo

structure can be used to define this information:

The ermst mpls lbl struct provides a 24 bit data structure for encoding MPLS

labels. The ersmt gtp tunifo structure contains fields describing a GTP tunnel. These



are inserted into the encapsulation virtual port. The structure is variable length because

it may contain a variable number of VLAN tags and/or MPLS labels. The

gtp tuninfo length field contains the length of the structure. The gtp tuninfo saddr,

gtp tuninfo daddr, and gtp tuninfo dscp fields contain the source address of the tunnel

(the address of the interface on the switch performing the encapsulation), the

destination address of the tunnel (the switch to which the tunneled packet will be routed

and that will decapsulate the packet), and the DiffServ Code Point (if any) assigned to

the tunnel's bearer. The bearer DSCP will be nonzero if the bearer is a dedicated bearer

and it is not a best effort bearer.

The gtp tuninfo vlan len and gtp tuninfo mpls len contain the length of the

VLAN tags field and the MPLS labels field, respectively. The gtp_tuninfo_vlan_tags[0]

and gtp_tuninfo_mpls_labels[0] fields contain the actual VLAN tags and/or the MPLS

labels that need to be pushed onto the packet's tunnel header. These fields will be

absent (and the corresponding length fields will be zero) if no VLAN or MPLS Label

Switched Paths (LSPs) are used for the tunnel.

In one embodiment, OpenFlow is modified to add extension messages for

adding, deleting, or modifying an EPC bearer or GTP tunnel. The OpenFlow signaling

for adding, modifying, or deleting an EPC bearer or GTP tunnel consists of one

OpenFlow message, the ofp fiow mod message, containing an ersmt gtp GTP flow

definition. The standard OpenFlow ofp fiow mod message can be used as long as the

OpenFlow protocol parser can handle extended flows. If the flow modification requires

a change to the encapsulation virtual port TEID hash table, the OpenFlow controller

must issue a GTP OpenFlow extension message containing the TEID hash table entry.

The OpenFlow controller must issue both messages sequentially, the ofp fiow mod

message first, then the TEID hash table modification message, then the OpenFlow

controller must issue an OFPT BARRIER REQUEST message to force processing of

both messages by the OpenFlow switch.

The OpenFlow message extension header structure ofp experimenter header

contains an experimenter id field, called experimenter. In one embodiment, this field

can be set to the Ericsson IEEE OUI, 0x0 lec or similar manufacturer or provider OUT

The rest of the structure contains the GTP extension messages. These messages can be

identified by the following message codes:



enum ermst_gtp_message_code {

GTP ADD TEID TABLE ENTRY = 0,

GTP DEL TEID TABLE ENTRY = 1,

};

The GTP OpenFlow extension contains a message for adding and for deleting a

TEID hash table entry. Entries are modified by first deleting the entry for the TEID

then adding a new entry for the same TEID. The GTP OpenFlow extension message

for entering a new TEID entry in the encapsulation virtual port hash table is:

struct ermst teid table add {

ermst_gtp_message_code teid_table_add_type;

uintl6_t teid table add teid;

struct ermst gtp tuninfo teid table add entry;

};

The teid table add type field is set to GTP ADD TEID TABLE ENTRY

while the teid table add teid field contains the TEID and the teid table add entry

contains the table entry to be added. The GTP OpenFlow extension message for

deleting a TEID entry from the encapsulation virtual port hash table is:

struct ermst teid table del {

ermst_gtp_message_code teid_table_del_type;

uintl6_t teid table del teid;

};

The teid table del type field is set to GTP DEL TEID TABLE ENTRY

while the teid table del teid field contains the TEID for the entry to be deleted.

In one embodiment, the extensions to OpenFlow for GTP also encompass

OpenFlow switch configuration. Prior to accepting any GTP routing update RPCs from

EPC cloud control plane entities, the OpenFlow controller must configure GTP

encapsulation and/or decapsulation virtual ports on the GTP extended OpenFlow

gateway switches. The configuration is accomplished using a switch-specific

configuration protocol, and is described above.



In addition to virtual port configuration on the GTP extended OpenFlow

gateways, QoS queue configuration may be required on any OpenFlow switch that will

be forwarding better than best effort GTP bearer traffic. The OpenFlow protocol

contains no messages for configuring queues, this configuration is left up to the

configuration protocol, as is the case with virtual ports. Prior to installing any flow

routes, the OpenFlow controller must configure any queues to connect with physical

and/or virtual ports in switches that will route better than best effort GTP bearers. This

configuration step must be done both for GTP extended OpenFlow switches and

standard OpenFlow switches.

In one embodiment OpenFlow message flows for GTP operations are modified.

As described above, the EPC control plane entities, including the EPC control plane

parts of the SGW and PGW, the SGW-C and PGW-C, reside in a cloud computing

facility at a data center. The SGW-C and PGW-C communicate via remote procedure

calls (RPCs) or similar mechanism with the OpenFlow controller within the cloud when

routing changes are triggered by the GTP signaling. The OpenFlow controller enacts

the changes on the data plane to GTP extended OpenFlow enabled data plane gateways,

the SGW-C and PGW-C, and to OpenFlow switches that are extended for GTP routing,

referred to herein as 'GxOFS,' through OpenFlow signaling on the control plane

network connecting the cloud to the gateways and switches.

In general, no signaling is required to the GxOFS if no special routing treatment

is required for GTP flows. Cases where such treatment might be required are, for

example: where a GTP bearer that is being established that is a better than best effort

bearer and the traffic class requires specialized QoS treatment of the bearer traffic on

intermediate switches (i.e. not just on gateways); where the operator's EPC has peering

points with the Internet at more than one point and consequently has more than one

gateway, routing to the optimal gateway may require steering traffic within the EPC at

intermediate switches; and where the GTP flow must receive special treatment from an

application somewhere within the operator's network, for example, within the cloud.

An example of such special treatment is transcoding. The intermediate switches may

require programming to route the user plane packets to the transcoding application.

This list is not exhaustive, many other applications of GTP routing on intermediate

switches are possible.



Bearers and GTP tunnels can be set up using the GTP-C create session request

messages. This procedure is used in a variety of message sequences, for example, in an

E-UTRAN initial attach procedure.

In Figure 19, an example of the OpenFlow message flows for the create session

request procedure are shown. In the illustrated example, the MME sends a create

session request to the SGW-C in the cloud computing system, which then sends the

request to the PGW-C. The PGW-C calls into the OpenFlow controller through a GTP

routing update RPC call, requesting that the OpenFlow controller establish a new GTP

tunnel endpoint at the SGW-D and PGW-C, and to install routes for the new GTP

bearer or tunnel on intermediate switches, if necessary.

Before returning a result to the PGW-C from the GTP routing update RPC, the

OpenFlow controller issues a sequence of OpenFlow messages to the appropriate data

plane gateway entity. In the example embodiment, the sequence begins with an

OFP BARRIER REQUEST to ensure that there are no pending messages that might

influence processing of the following messages. Then an OFPT FLOW MOD message

is issued, including the ofp match structure with GTP extension as the match field and

OFPFC ADD as the command field. The message specifies actions and instructions, as

described above, to establish a flow route for the GTP tunnel that encapsulates and

decapsulates the packets through the appropriate virtual port. In addition, immediately

following the OFPT FLOW MOD message, the OpenFlow controller issues an

GTP ADD TEID TABLE ENTRY message to the gateways containing the TEID

hash table entries for the encapsulation virtual port. As described above, the two

OpenFlow messages are followed by an OFPT BARRIER REQUEST message to

force the gateways to process the flow route and TEID hash table update before

proceeding.

Prior to returning from the GTP routing update RPC, the OpenFlow controller

also issues GTP flow routing updates to any GTP extended OpenFlow Switches

(GxOFSs) that need to be involved in customized GTP flow routing. The messages in

these updates consist of an OFP BARRIER REQUEST followed by an

OFPT FLOW MOD message containing the ofp match structure with GTP extension

for the new GTP flow as the match field and OFPFC ADD as the command field, and

the actions and instructions described above for customized GTP flow routing. A final



OFP BARRIER REQUEST forces the switch to process the change before

responding. The flow routes on any GxOFSs are installed after installing the GTP

tunnel endpoint route on the SGW-D and prior to installing the GTP tunnel endpoint

route on the PGW-D, as illustrated in Figure 19. The OpenFlow controller does not

respond to the PGW-C RPC until all flow routing updates have been accomplished.

Once the RPCs have returned, the PGW-C and SGW-C return create session

response messages. When the MME receives such a response, it can signal the ENodeB

with the initial context setup request or attach accept message indicating that the UE is

free to start using the bearer or tunnel.

Characteristics of the GTP bearer are changed using a modify bearer request

procedure. Such changes may, for example, include the QoS assigned to the IP packets.

This procedure is used in a variety of EPC message sequences, for example, a UE

triggered service request.

Figure 20 is a diagram of one embodiment of the OpenFlow message sequence

for the modify bearer request procedure. As with session creation, the EPC cloud

control plane MME issues a modify bearer request message to the SGW-C and the

SGW-C issues a modify bearer request message to the PGW-C. The PGW-C then

optionally begins a policy and charging enforcement function (PCEF) initiated Internet

Protocol connectivity access network (IP-CAN) session modification process with the

PCRF. When this process completes, the PGW-C issues a GTP routing update RPC to

the OpenFlow controller including the new bearer update information. The OpenFlow

controller then issues GTP extended OpenFlow messages to the SGW-D, GxOFSes,

and the PGW-D.

Before returning a result to the PGW-C from the GTP routing update RPC, the

OpenFlow controller issues a sequence of OpenFlow messages to the appropriate data

plane gateway entity. The sequence begins with an OFP BARRIER REQUEST to

ensure that there are no pending messages that might influence processing of the

following messages. Then an OFPT FLOW MOD message is issued, including the

ofp match structure with GTP extension as the match field and OFPFC MODIFY or

OFPFC MODIFY STRICT as the command field. If necessary, the message specifies

actions and instructions, as described above, to establish a new flow route for the GTP

tunnel that encapsulates and decapsulates the packets through the appropriate virtual



port. In addition, if changes are required in the TEID hash table, immediately following

the OFPT FLOW MOD message, the OpenFlow controller issues a

TP DEL TEID TABLE ENTRY to delete the entry followed by a

TP ADD TEID TABLE ENTRY message to install the new entry. As described

above, the two OpenFlow messages are followed by an OFPT BARRIER REQUEST

message to force the gateways to process the flow route and TEID hash table update

before proceeding.

Prior to returning from the GTP routing update RPC, the OpenFlow controller

also issues necessary GTP flow routing updates to any GTP extended OpenFlow

Switches (GxOFSs) that need to be involved in customized GTP flow routing. The

messages in these updates consist of an OFP BARRIER REQUEST followed by an

OFPT FLOW MOD message containing the ofp match structure with GTP extension

for the new GTP flow as the match field and OFPFC MODIFY or

OFPFC MODIFY STRICT as the command field, and, if necessary, the actions and

instructions, as described above, for customized GTP flow routing. A final

OFP BARRIER REQUEST forces the switch to process the change before

responding. The flow routes on any GxOFSs are installed after installing the GTP

tunnel endpoint route on the SGW-D and prior to installing the GTP tunnel endpoint

route on the PGW-D, as illustrated in Figure 20. The OpenFlow controller does not

respond to the PGW-C RPC until all flow routing updates have been accomplished.

Once the RPCs have returned, the PGW-C and SGW-C return modify bearer response

messages.

GTP bearers are deleted using the delete session request procedure. This

procedure can be used in a variety of EPC message sequences, for example, a UE

triggered detach request. Figure 21 is a diagram of one embodiment of the OpenFlow

message sequence for the delete session request procedure. In Figure 21, two different

message sequences are shown. If an idle mode signaling reduction (ISR) is on, the

SGW-C calls into the OpenFlow controller with a GTP routing update RPC to the

OpenFlow controller. In this case, the PGW-C is not involved in the signaling. If the

ISR is not on, then the SGW-C sends the delete session request to the PGW-C. The

PGW-C optionally conducts a PCEF initiated IP-CAN session termination process with

the PCRF, then issues the GTP routing update RPC to the OpenFlow controller. When



the GTP routing update RPC returns, the PGW-C issues a delete session reply to SGW-

C. This sequence is shown in the box 2101 in Figure 21. In either case, the OpenFlow

signaling is conducted prior to returning the GTP Routing Update RPC to the calling

party.

The OpenFlow message sequence issued by the OpenFlow controller to delete a

session is as follows. The sequence begins with an OFP BARRIER REQUEST to

ensure that there are no pending messages that might influence processing of the

following messages. Then an OFPT FLOW MOD message is issued, including the

ofp match structure with GTP extension as the match field and OFPFC DELETE or

OFPFC DELETE STRICT as the command field. In addition, immediately following

the OFPT FLOW MOD message, the OpenFlow controller issues a

GTP DEL TEID TABLE ENTRY to delete the TEID hash table entry. As described

above, the two OpenFlow messages are followed by an OFPT BARRIER REQUEST

message to force the gateways to process the flow route and TEID hash table update

before proceeding.

Prior to returning from the GTP routing update RPC, the OpenFlow controller

also issues necessary GTP flow routing updates to any GTP extended OpenFlow

Switches that need to be involved in customized GTP flow routing. The messages in

these updates consist of an OFP BARRIER REQUEST followed by an

OFPT FLOW MOD message containing the ofp match structure with GTP extension

for the new GTP flow as the match field and OFPFC DELETE or

OFPFC DELETE STRICT as the command field. A final

OFP BARRIER REQUEST forces the switch to process the change before

responding. The flow routes on any GxOFSs are installed after installing the GTP

tunnel endpoint route on the SGW-D and prior to installing the GTP tunnel endpoint

route on the PGW-D, as illustrated in Figure 21. The OpenFlow controller does not

respond to the calling entity until all flow routing updates have been accomplished.

Alternate Implementations

In other embodiments, the split EPC architecture can be implemented in non-

cloud and non-virtualized systems. The control plane entities of the EPC architecture

can be stored and executed on a single server or distributed across any number of

servers or similar computing devices. Similarly, the control plane entities can be



executed as standard software code and modules without virtualization or similar

systems. These control plane entities can communicate with one another through local

system or procedure calls, remote procedure calls or similar mechanisms. In further

embodiments, a subset of the control plane entities can be virtualized or executed in a

cloud computing system while another subset of the control plane entities can be

executed in a server, distributed server system or similar system. The control plane

entities can communicate with the data plane through the use of the OpenFlow protocol

as described herein above or through other control protocols as described herein below.

The cloud computing system described herein above is provided by way of

example and not by way of limitation. One skilled in the art would understand that the

principles and features described above in relation to the cloud computing system can

also be implemented in other configurations such as single servers or distributed server

systems. Similar principles and features to those described above can be implemented

in single server systems, distributed server systems and similar computing

environments. These principles and features can also be implemented using a non-

virtualized environment including non-virtualized control plane entities that are

executed in any combination of cloud computing systems, single servers, distributed

server systems and similar systems.

In other embodiments, other control protocols can be utilized in place of

OpenFlow as described herein. The use of OpenFlow is presented by way of example

and not limitation. Other control protocols can also be utilized to manage the

communication between the control plane and data plane and configuration of the data

plane of the split EPC architecture. An example of such a protocol is FORCES, an

IETF standard protocol for splitting the control plane and forwarding plane in

networks. The FORCES protocol specification is described in RFC 5810. RFC 5812

describes the architecture of a FORCES forwarding element, the equivalent of an

OpenFlow switch. The FORCES protocol itself does not directly support programming

routes into the forwarding element, it is, instead, a framework for handling the

interaction between the FORCES controller and a FORCES forwarding element. The

forwarding element architecture describes how to design the protocol that actually

allows a FORCES controller to program a FORCES forwarding element. One skilled in

the art would understand that a FORCES based system could include features described



herein above in relation to the OpenFlow embodiment, such as the GTP OpenFlow

extension, to allow the controller to program the switches for GTP TEID routing.

FORCES and OpenFlow are provided by way of example and not limitation.

One skilled in the art would understand that the principles and features described above

in relation to the FORCES and OpenFlow protocols can also be implemented in other

similar control protocols.

Thus, a method, system and apparatus for implementing an EPC in a cloud

computing system has been described. It is to be understood that the above description

is intended to be illustrative and not restrictive. Many other embodiments will be

apparent to those of skill in the art upon reading and understanding the above

description. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be determined with reference

to the appended claims, along with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims

are entitled.



CLAIMS

is claimed is:

A method for implementing a control plane of an evolved packet core (EPC) of

a third generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE)

network in a cloud computing system, the cloud computing system including a

cloud manager and a controller, the controller to execute a plurality of control

plane modules, the control plane to communicate with the data plane of the EPC

implemented in a plurality of network elements of the 3GPP LTE network

through a control protocol, the EPC with the control plane implemented in the

cloud computing system utilizing resources more efficiently than an architecture

with the control plane implemented in the plurality of network elements of the

3GPP LTE network, the method comprising the steps of:

initializing the plurality of control plane modules of the EPC within the

controller, each control plane module in the plurality of control

plane modules initialized as a separate virtual machine by the

cloud manager, each control plane module to provide a set of

control plane functions for managing the data plane;

monitoring, by the cloud manager, resource utilization of each control

plane module and the control plane traffic handled by each

control plane module;

detecting, by the cloud manager, a threshold level of resource

utilization or traffic load for one of the plurality of control plane

modules of the EPC; and

initializing a new control plane module as a separate virtual machine by

the cloud manager in response to detecting the threshold level,

the new control plane module to share the load of the one of the

plurality of control plane modules.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

detecting a failure of the one of the plurality of control plane modules

by the cloud manager; and



restarting the one of the plurality of control plane modules by the cloud

manager, in response to detecting the failure.

The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

signaling the plurality of network elements in the data plane to establish

flow rules and actions to establish differential routing of flows in

the data plane using the control protocol, wherein the control

protocol is an OpenFlow protocol.

The method of claim 3, wherein the EPC is a part of a fixed mobile network of a

first operator, and wherein the signaling establishes a peering point with a

second operator of a second fixed mobile network.

The method of claim 3, wherein the signaling establishes a routing of data from

an external source requested by an end user device to a processing module in

the cloud computing system, the processing module to process the data from the

external source before forwarding the processed data to the end user device.

The method of claim 3, further comprising:

establishing a general packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol

(GTP) session across the EPC by the controller in response to a

session request from an end user device by signaling each

network element to forward the GTP session in the plurality of

network elements using an extension of the OpenFlow protocol.

The method of claim 6, further comprising:

modifying a route of the GTP session across the EPC, by the controller,

by signaling each of the network elements currently forwarding

the GTP session and each of the network elements on a new

route for the GTP session using an extension of the OpenFlow

protocol.



The method of claim 1, further comprising:

configuring, by the controller, each network element in the plurality of

network elements to extend an OpenFlow table to include a

general packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol (GTP)

header and GTP tunnel endpoint identifier to support forwarding

of GTP session flows.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:

configuring, by the controller, a network element in the plurality of

network elements to provide a virtual port for encapsulating or

decapsulating into a general packet radio service (GPRS)

tunneling protocol (GTP) tunnel.

A cloud computer system for implementing a control plane of an evolved

packet core (EPC) of a third generation partnership project (3GPP) long term

evolution (LTE) network, the control plane to communicate with the data plane

of the EPC implemented in a plurality of network elements of the 3GPP LTE

network through a control protocol, the EPC with the control plane

implemented in the cloud computing system utilizes resources more efficiently

than an architecture with the control plane implemented in the plurality of

network elements of the 3GPP LTE network, the cloud computing system,

comprising:

a controller configured to execute a plurality of control plane modules

of the EPC, each control plane module to provide a set of control

plane functions for managing the data plane; and

a cloud manager configured to:

initialize each of the plurality of control plane modules within

the controller as a separate virtual machine,

monitor resource utilization of each control plane module and

the control plane traffic handled by each control plane

module,



detect whether a threshold level of resource utilization or traffic

load has been reached by any of the plurality of control

plane modules of the EPC, and

initialize a new control plane module as a separate virtual

machine in response to detecting the threshold level, the

new control plane module to share the load of the one of

the plurality of control plane modules that exceeded the

threshold level.

The system of claim 10, wherein the plurality of control plane modules of the

EPC establish and manage general packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling

protocol (GTP) sessions in the EPC.

The system of claim 10, wherein the controller is also to signal the plurality of

network elements in the data plane to establish flow rules and actions to

establish differential routing of flows in the data plane using the control

protocol, wherein the control protocol is OpenFlow protocol.

The system of claim 10, wherein the cloud manager is also to detect a failure of

any of the plurality of control plane modules and restart the failed one of the

plurality of control plane modules.

The system of claim 13, wherein the EPC is a part of a fixed mobile network of

a first operator, and wherein the controller's signals establish a peering point

with a second operator of a second fixed mobile network.

The system of claim 13, wherein the controller establishes a routing of data

from an external source requested by an end user device to a processing module

in the cloud computing system, further comprising:

the processing module to process the data from the external source

before forwarding the processed data to the end user device.



16. The system of claim 12, wherein the controller establishes a general packet

radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol (GTP) session across the EPC by the

controller in response to a session request from an end user device by signaling

each network element to forward the GTP session in the plurality of network

elements using an extension of the OpenFlow protocol.

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the controller modifies a route of the GTP

session across the EPC by signaling each of the network elements currently

forwarding the GTP session and each of the network elements to forward the

GTP session using an extension of the OpenFlow protocol.

18. The system of claim 10, wherein the controller configures each network element

in the plurality of network elements to extend an OpenFlow table to include a

general packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol (GTP) header and GTP

tunnel endpoint identifier to support forwarding of GTP session flows.

19. The system of claim 10, wherein the controller configures a network element in

the plurality of network elements to provide a virtual port for encapsulating or

decapsulating into a general packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol

(GTP) tunnel.
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